Magical creations with the elemental kingdom
We all are connected with each other and the whole universe; we are part of this (natural) “world wide
web”. It is our birthright, to be in deep connection with the earth and the elementals and therefore to
receive healing and transformative support. At the same time we all carry the responsibility, to honor and
protect the earth. When we feel disconnected from nature, we experience feelings of confusion, illusion
and disempowerment.
When we reconnect with nature, we remember a state of oneness and wholeness. We feel new lifefore,
receive new inspiration and experience transformation; no matter how long we were disconnected earlier.
When we leave from the city and reconnect with nature, we get strongly supported, to integrate the
dimensional and energetic shifts, which are occurring right now.
In this workshop you learn, how you can co-create with the magical realm of the elemental kingdom,
which is an important part of nature. You learn how you can use effortlessly the power of your imagination
through the connection with the spiritual realms of angels, fairies, unicorns and dragons and therefore
activate spiritual magic in your daily life. You experience, how you open to the fullest potential of your life
and therefore create a new version of your own reality.
This workshop contains the following and more:


Work with the energetic body: Clearing of your chakras and activation of your lightbody.



Enhancement of your imagination: It is essential to create the desired version of your reality.



Connection with angels, ascended masters and your spirit guides: Remember how you can ask them
for support and wisdom.



Stories and pictures from magical encounters: with fairies, dragons, unicorns and other beings of the
magical realms. You will learn how you can bring magic into your daily life.



Telephatic excercises: You enhance and deepen your intuitive abilities towards a multidimensional way
of living.



Different forms of the sacred geometry and sound: You connect with source and your higher selfe for
healing, balance and transformation.



Language of light and flower of life: Aktivation of your DNA to manifest your soul destiny.



Meditation about the tree of abundance and creation matrix: We anker and expand our creations. This
meditation supports you in manifesting your heartdreams.

Eunjung and Yves help planetary healers and conscious trail-blazers to activate their divine imagination, live life
magically, and share their gifts with the world using their multi-dimensional tool kits. They have travelled to more
than 30 countries to facilitate workshops and ceremonies.
www.latriaterranova.com & www.yvesnager.com

